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“This is a truly outstanding study of a topic that has been only tangentially treated in 
the literature. Gissibl draws upon an impressive body of evidence, weaving sources 
together seamlessly without letting the details occlude the main arguments and 
conceptual direction.” · Jane Carruthers, University of South Africa 
 
Today, the East African state of Tanzania is renowned for wildlife preserves such as 
the Serengeti National Park, the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, and the Selous 
Game Reserve. Yet few know that most of these initiatives emerged from decades of 
German colonial rule. This book gives the first full account of Tanzanian wildlife 
conservation up until World War I, focusing upon elephant hunting and the ivory 
trade as vital factors in a shift from exploitation to preservation that increasingly excluded indigenous 
Africans. Analyzing the formative interactions between colonial governance and the natural world, The 
Nature of German Imperialism situates East African wildlife policies within the global emergence of 
conservationist sensibilities around 1900. 
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He is co-editor of the volume Civilizing Nature: National Parks in Global Historical Perspective (Berghahn, 
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